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CONCEPT:

The overall concept is to maximize your time and/or money by turning every 
possible visitor you send to your offer into a paying customer.  Of course, this is 
usually everyone's goal; however, many do not realize how much more they can do 
to increase their conversion rates and, as a consequence, waste time and/or money 
on traffic they can't convert. 

First, I'd like to establish a foundation, cover some essentials that I follow, and 
ensure that we are all starting from the same page (for those who may be new). 
Once those are covered, then we'll really get into some powerful elements that have 
allowed me to reach a new level in making money online.  If you already have a 
structure you are happy and successful with, then simply pick any elements that I 
use on my sites and add them to yours as well.

Also note, I will be covering what I feel are the seven most important sections of a 
sales page, listing, landing page, etc., with regards to conversion.  Of course, you can 
add additional sections to these; however, in my humble opinion, these seven are 
the most significant. 

FORMAT:

The first thing to consider is the format of your site.  “Lean and mean” is what I 
strive for.  No crazy graphical frills or extravagant backgrounds.  While this looks 
cool, it can be distracting and, more importantly, it can also drive people with slow 
internet connections crazy.  If it takes more than a few seconds for your page to 
load, you could be turning visitors away before they even read a single word.

When picking a theme for your site, avoid anything with with a side-bar.  I only use 
WordPress sites, and there are plenty of WP themes that are clean, simple, come 
without sidebars, or at least have the option to remove any side bars.  

Before I tell you what I recommend for a theme, they are NOT required for this 
system to work and you do NOT need to purchase them.  That said, my personal 
favorites, and the only two that I use, are the “Sales Page Theme” and “Optimize 
Press.”  Optimize Press may be a bit pricy for some at $97.00.  Whereas, the Sales 
Page Theme is only $19.99.  



But, if you can part with the cash, these themes are WELL worth it.  Optimize Press 
is amazing for creating membership sites, squeeze pages, blogs, sales letters, etc. 
And the Sales Page Theme has some wonderful features as well, but I mostly love it 
for it's simplicity and ease of use.  

As far as quickly building a nice, clean, and professional looking sales page, you can't 
go wrong with the Sales Page Theme.  Below is a screen-shot of the sales page used 
to promote the “Sales Page Theme” itself:
 

It's background is completely customizable and the theme comes with some nice 
graphic designs and text.



Click Here to check out the theme and see all of it's features...

The link above IS an affiliate link.  If you're interested in the theme, and you have an 
established clickbank account, just purchase the theme from yourself and save 
about 50% off the $19.99 purchase price.   

In addition to a clean theme, here are the only other resources you will need to use 
to duplicate what I'm about to show you:

   SumoPaint.com   (FREE and great for text editing)
   MyEcoverMaker.com   (FREE and great for graphics and creating ebook covers)
   Snag It   (FREE trial, great for capturing and editing images and much more) 

These are great resources to familiarize yourself with and use beyond this course.  I 
also get into more step-by-step, technical instructions in the free Ebay bonus I've 
provided with this WSO. 

Alright, so we have a clean and simple theme picked, now what?

LAYOUT/ORGANIZATION:

Just because a visitor is on your site, don't assume they will read all of your golden 
nuggets and ad copy.  You will still need to put some effort into setting up your site 
for optimal results.

When I was earning my degree in business administration, I took as many marketing 
classes as I could.  Anytime there was a paper due where we could choose are own 
topic, I would always focus on internet marketing.  While conducting research for 
one of my papers, I recalled a study involving the habits of online readers.  The 
researchers tracked many variables, but the one I remember most, was the eye-
tracking results.

One research finding was the “F” pattern.  Online readers are typically “skimmers.” 
They seldom read anything in-depth.   What they will do, in general, is read the first 
two headlines/subject lines and skim down the left side of the screen for anything 
that might catch their interest.  Below are example's of the “F” pattern from a study 
that is very similar to the ones I read in college:

http://www.techsmith.com/download/snagit/default.asp
http://www.myecovermaker.com/
http://www.sumo.fm/#create
http://eea81njdni0lr4vpqemiv88x1l.hop.clickbank.net/


So, how can we use this information?  We need to align our copy to follow this “F” 
pattern.  It would look a bit silly if we structured our entire site with “F” shaped text; 
however, we can separate our sites into sections and begin some of these sections 
using these “F” patterns (I'll show you what I mean in a bit).  Next, we will use 
images, arrows, color, and highlighted text (which are wonderful eye magnets) to 
draw our visitor's attention to the rest of our site and expose them to virtually ALL 
of our sales copy.

Before we go on to an example, here's a bit more about using images to their 
fullest.  Of course, if the image itself contains our message (a picture of our product, 
the results of using our product, etc.), then all we need to do is place the image on 
the site and let it do it's job.  But, we can also use images themselves to direct our 
readers.

As mentioned above, arrows are an obvious way to direct attention, but a more 
subtle tactic (so our site is not cluttered with big red arrows) is to use an image of a 
person's face.  This was also a part of a study I read.  Check out the photos below to 
see how it well this works:



Notice how first our eyes are immediately drawn to the face and eyes of the images 
in question.  When the individual is looking/facing straight on (towards us), it can 
actually distract us from the text.  However, when the eyes/face are focused 
towards the text, we naturally look to see what they are “looking” at.  Use similar 
images on your site to help ensure product features are not missed. 



HEADLINES:

How I create my headlines is pretty simple.  I'll typically pick the most favorable 
feature, most impressive aspect, promised results, etc. and ad a little language to 
make it a bit intriguing in order to leave a question in the readers' mind and prompt 
them to read more (My sub-headlines are typically: “See REAL Proof Below...”).   

The blue text, within the example headlines below, is the type of language I'm 
referring to:
 

“This Stupid Mistake Actually Increased My Income by 55%”

“I Did This by Accident and it Took My Site from Page Ten to Page ONE on Google”

“I Added TWO of These to My Site and My Sales Increased by 25%”

“I Set ONE of These Up and the Next Morning I had 3 Sales”

“I Haven't Touched this in 3 Months and it is STILL Generating Sales”

“Etc, etc, etc...”

I think you get the idea.  I never identify what is providing such desirable results . 
Unless your targeting is WAY off, the visitor should at least be intrigued enough to 
read on and solve this little mystery.

Now, if I include too much information and attempt to “sell” visitors right off the 
bat, then I might not give them enough reason to continue reading.  Leave them 
guessing.  This way, they have to read on to learn if it's a product, service, software, 
etc.  

Some people may have something specific in mind.  Just as an example, if you 
immediately disclose that you're offering software, when they're thinking about 
finding a service, they might leave immediately.  You want to “sell” them on the 
results, testimonials, price, features, etc.  You may never get that chance if they have 
preconceived notions, and there's too much information in your title.  



IMAGE with BULLET POINTS:

Immediately following the headline/sub-headline, I'll put an image on the right side 
of the page, with FIVE bullet points on the left.  I'm not sure why, but my testing has 
indicated that five bullet points is the magic number.

The content of the bullet points are simply those aspects of the product people 
would be most interested in.  I like to think of bullet points as answers to potential 
questions:

What type of results can I expect?
Is there proof that this works? 
How fast will I see results?
Do I need experience?
How difficult is the process?

Also, note how I have alternated the bullet points from bold to regular font.  This 
creates a patterned affect, and again, draws the eyes. 

For the first pic, I always use “results” type images.  Whether it's a screen-shot of 
some income proof, a weight-loss before and after pic, a site ranked number one on 
Google, etc., this is what people are interested in most – does the product produce 
results.  Now we just need to verify and legitimize our results.  We'll get into that a 
bit later.

FACT = FACT:

After the headline, the image, and FIVE bullet points, I include something I call – 
“The 'fact' statement.”   

The concept here is that if you make a statement of fact, the reader is likely to 
accept any reasonable statement made in conjunction with that fact as being true as 
well.  This is somewhat of a known tactic that is very effective for setting the stage 
for your product.  You will typically want to place this towards the top of your sales 
page.

Here's how it works.  First, start by providing a fact (I even state the word “FACT” 
and then make the actual statement).  So for example, let's say you were promoting 



a coaching program for making money online; simply make a “factual” statement – 
immediately followed by a statement that will lead into why your product is what 
they're looking for (a supportive statement). 

I will immediately follow this with some ad copy that ties the product/service to the 
supportive statement.  Here's an example:

FACT: Over 97% fail to make a full-time income online because successful 
marketers hide what they are REALLY doing to generate massive income.             

Not only does our coaching program let you see the inner workings of a real SIX 
FIGURE  income system, we'll take you by the hand and assist you in setting up you 
very own in less then eight weeks.  Sound to good to be true?  Check out REAL 
success stories below... 

Here's the same example where the red text represents the “fact” and the blue text 
represents the supportive statement:

FACT: Over 97% fail to make a full-time income online because successful marketers 
hide what they are REALLY doing to generate massive income. 

While the “supportive statement” isn't necessarily a “fact,” it is a reasonable 
assumption.  What we are really doing here is identifying the single reason why so 
many people fail online (even though there are many reasons).  We then give them 
the EXACT solution for this problem with our product (even though there are many 
solutions available). 



COMPLETE EXAMPLE:

Alright, so together with our headline, 5 bullet points, our “results” image, and our 
“factual” statement, we've created the first section of our landing page.



After this first section, I will typically place the product image with two to three lines 
of ad copy below it.

You could repeat the “F” pattern after the above image and text if you have more 
features you'd like your visitor to read about.  Just follow the same set up, as in the 
first section of the landing page above, using an image to build the text around in 
the “F” pattern. 



VERIFIABLE TESTIMONIALS:

As far as conversions are concerned, this is perhaps the MOST important element 
you can have on your landing page.  And notice that I have stated 'VERIFIABLE' 
testimonials.  

You may or may not realize this, but WSO's on the Warrior Forum can have 
INCREDIBLY high conversion rates.  We're talking WELL above 10%.  Yes, the traffic is 
targeted; however, the greater determining factor is – the warrior reviews.  These 
aren't just any reviews that could be made up to sell a product; they are trusted and 
verifiable reviews.  This, in my opinion, makes ALL the difference.

That said, some of the best IM products you can promote are WSO's.  You can ad 
snippets of what warriors are saying about a WSO to your landing page, and then 
VERIFY those testimonials by providing a link to the WSO you are promoting.

OTHER SOCIAL PROOF – Let's look at facebook for a second.  Internet marketers 
utilize facebook in a variety of ways.  They will try to build a following of fans and 
then spam them with products (much like list building  and email marketing).  They 
will try to artificially jump start some type of viral marketing effort through various, 
and sometimes complicated, applications or a mixture of several other angles to try 
and generate money directly through facebook traffic.

Here's a POWERFUL alternative way to use facebook to make money.  Quite some 
time ago, I was trying to make money with facebook, and stumbled upon an 
amazing discovery.

I had created a simple facebook page around a product I was endorsing.  The page 
had a link to the product, and the idea was to generate some facebook fans, and 
through them “liking” the page, further generate a viral influx of traffic and sales. 
Well, to “jump-start” everything, I went over to Fiverr.com and purchased a gig 
whereby a member of the Fiverr community would generate 1,500 fans for my 
facebook page.

In case you are not familiar with Fiverr.com, it is a sweet little site where people will 
post “gigs” (jobs they will do) for $5.00. 

So, a couple days later, there I was with my 1,500+ facebook fans, however, I had 
not made a single sale.  I abandoned the project for time being and continued on 

http://fiverr.com/
http://fiverr.com/


with other ventures.

Then, a couple weeks later, I was tweaking a landing page for the same product I 
was trying to promote with my “failed” facebook page when it occurred to me that 
– I had over 1,500 people “endorsing” this product on my facebook page right now! 
I immediately went over to my facebook page, took a screen shot, and put the 
screen shot on the landing page.  

By this time I had approximately 1,520 fans/likes.  I added a heading above the 
screen-shot that stated, “Already OVER 1,500 Facebook Fans of This Method!!!”  I 
added a link below the screen-shot, and encouraged people to click the link and visit 
the facebook page to prove the page/fans were real.   Now, I had a tremendous 
amount of  social proof that this product was legit.  

And, with the new “time-line” format, this looks even better than before.  Below is 
an example I created for this WSO of what I do:



I also do the exact same thing with Twitter (again, using $5.00 and Fiverr to literally 
build an army of Twitter followers overnight).  Below is an example of what one of 
my Twitter screen-shots look like:  



For many experienced internet marketers, we would instantly realize that these 
“likes” and “followers” may have been generated artificially (as with Fiverr). 
However, to the novice or non-marketer, they will assume that these fans and 
followers are people who have tried the product and are now “fans/followers.”

For some extra pizazz, I'll add additional fans/followers (via Fiverr.com) after taking 
the initial screen-shots.  Then, for those people that actually visit these pages, they'll 
notice that there are even MORE than before.  This gives the impression that the 



product is on fire.

The power of doing this is obvious; we are providing proof that can be “verified”.   

And again, the best part is, you can purchase literally THOUSANDS of fans/followers 
on Fiverr for only $5.00 and they'll be there supporting your product  in a couple of 
days.

Here's another little tid-bit.  As long as you give your facebook/twitter page a 
general name (like “weight loss network” or “weight loss support page”), you can 
then change the products you promote by simply changing the promotional image 
and links.  This way, you can use the same pages, to promote an entirely different 
products.    

NOTE: One thing you'll notice when adding images to your facebook page, is 
facebook advises NOT to add promotional type images.  I have never had an issue 
doing this, and I've had pages with promotional images on them for well over a year 
now. 

EBAY FEEDBACK:

If you take advantage of the free bonus I have included with this WSO (my Ebay 
method), then adding actual Ebay feedback to your landing page, and even on the 
Ebay listing itself, can become very powerful.  Simply promote a digital product 
(ebook, software, etc.), using my Ebay methods, and when you begin to accumulate 
positive feedback, place screen-shots of that feedback right in the Ebay listing itself 
to boost conversions.

If you also promote the same digital product outside of Ebay (which I almost 
ALWAYS do), then ad these screen-shots of the Ebay feedback to your landing pages 
as well.  Again, visitors can then verify that this feedback is absolutely REAL and 
people “endorsing” this product.  

VIDEO:

The power of adding video testimonials took one of the products I was promoting 
from a ZERO conversion rate to a solid 4 to 6% instantly.  A few years ago (maybe 
more), I was promoting a Clickbank product called Roulette Sniper.  It was a piece of 
gambling software for online roulette betting. 



I built a little landing page and managed to get it ranked in Google somewhere in the 
middle of page one.  I wasn't getting a flood of traffic, but a steady flow would 
trickle in daily.  After about a month or so, I had not made a single sale.  At that time, 
I thought the answer was more traffic.  

I ended up buying a product on driving traffic with youtube videos.  My plan was to 
create a video of the Roulette Sniper software in action (well at least when I was 
winning), put a link in the description below the video, and watch the money roll in. 
Well, as with many of my revolutionary ideas, about 100 other people had already 
flooded youtube with Roulette Sniper videos.

A few minutes after my “WTF!?” moment, I had an epiphany.  I started going 
through the Roulette Sniper videos on youtube until I found 6 or 8 that were really 
good.  So, once I had a nice group, I posted the videos on my site.  Now, my amateur 
ad copy was fortified by live video of 6 or 8 random people just raking in the cash 
using the Roulette Sniper software.   

I literally made my very first Roulette Sniper sale withing 2 or 3 hours.  I went on to 
average about a sale or two a day (with my modest amount of google traffic).  This 
went on for a few months.  Then, Google decided that my site needed to be on page 
6 or 7, and my traffic was virtually gone.  I tried doing some PPC, and other traffic 
driving techniques; however, most traffic sources frown upon the promotion of any 
type of gambling products.  

My mini cash cow was gone...  

At any rate, it opened my eyes to using youtube product reviews.  So basically, if 
your picking a clickbank product to promote, head on over to youtube, and see what 
reviews you can find.  Now of course, the vast majority of these reviews are going to 
be done by internet marketers trying to sell the product themselves through a link in 
their description, so they are going to have very good things to say about the 
product.

As long as their testimonials appear genuine, and they do not have a link in the video 
itself, it could be a great addition to your landing page/sales page.  If in the video, 
they happen to state, “just click the link below the video to see more” (referring to 
THEIR affiliate link on youtube), just put YOUR affiliate link below the video on your 
site.  



If you've created your own product, or can't find a review for one you want to 
promote on youtube, all is not lost.  Again, thanks to Fiverr.com, you can have as 
many video reviews for your product you handle.

You can simply pay $5.00 to have a Fiverr member of your choice do a review on 
virtually anything you want.  I use the term “review” a bit lightly however.  Most will 
literally say whatever you want them to say.  If that bothers you, then simply ask 
them to do an honest review for you. 

 FIVERR TIP: 

When looking for someone to purchase your gigs from, be picky.  Be sure to filter 
the members by “Rating” as seen below:

Each individual will have a percentage rating based upon positive and negative 
reviews.  Personally, I look for people that have at least a few hundred reviews/gigs 
under their belts, with a 95% rating or better.  You can also read through customer 
feedback as well.

http://fiverr.com/


BUILD CURIOSITY:

You can do this quite easily.  One thing you can do is simply list the chapters/features 
of the product (if applicable).  Especially if the chapters are named well.  But what I 
like to do, is show screen-shots of what's inside, and then blur out key images and 
text.  Here's an actual example from my Ebay method ebook:

Peek inside?:
 



 

Get the idea?



FREE BONUSES:

Adding a free bonus can also be a powerful way to boost conversion rates.  The key 
here is to make your free bonus as cool, or even COOLER, than the actual item you 
are promoting.  

I avoid adding multiple free bonuses.  When I see other marketers offering 6 free 
bonuses, I just assume they are junk.  

GUARANTEE/SECURITY:

People like to see a guarantee.  Depending on the product and market, I will typically 
include one.  For those concerned with people who abuse guarantees by making a 
purchase, and then 30 seconds later requesting a refund, I have an effective 
solution.

I include some language within the guarantee that will discourage those would be, 
30 second refund requesters from wasting your time.  I simply state that NO refunds 
will be issued for 30 days from the date of purchase (or some other specific time-
frame) to ensure the product has ACTUALLY been used (what a concept).

The idea is, that many of these people can't afford to purchase the product to begin 
with.  If this person realizes that they won't be able to turn around, get their money 
back right away, and then use said money to go pull the same move on someone 
else, they might not be so quick to tie their money up for 30 days.

Also, even if their intent from the start is to request a refund, they may forget and 
never return to request it.

Also, next to the guarantee, I like to start mentioning that their ordering information 
is “secure” and that the transaction is “100% Risk Free.”  Below is an example of how 
I typically set up this section of my site.
 



 

For the “Guarantee” certificate, I just used google to find the image and then added 
the text using Snag It.   The “Secure Order Form” box, above the guarantee, is a 
standard graphic within OptimizePress.  However, you EASILY re-create the same 
basic image using Snag It as well.



PRICING:

One draw back with Clickbank type affiliate products, is that lack of pricing control. 
However, if you have your own products, or choose to promote PLR type products, 
then you'll have one more piece of the conversion puzzle in your hands. 

That said, don't assume cheaper is better, or that with a lower price, more people 
will be able to afford it and the better your conversion rates.  Initially, 
you will have to do some market research (see what comparable products are going 
for) and then test which prices work best for your particular product and traffic 
demographics.

What I have often found, is that if you make the product too cheap, you literally de-
value it.  That is, people will look at all of the great ad copy, testimonials, proof, etc. 
and scratch their heads as to why it is so cheap.  It can send up a red-flag to potential 
buyers.  There is some truth to the saying “you get what you pay for.”  People 
recognize that, in general, if they want quality (something that actually works), 
they're going to have to pay for it.

Some may assume that if they sell their product at half price, they'll sell twice as 
many and be better off.  When in reality, if they did cut their price in half to increase 
sales, they would need to MORE THAN DOUBLE their current sales just to see an 
increase in income.  That said, it is better to keep your product at the higher end of 
the pricing spectrum.  

The point being is, I'll take $500.00 in profit from selling 50 units OVER $500.00 
selling 100 units any day.  Fewer transactions means fewer opportunities for things 
to go awry; fewer customers to deal with; slower market saturation; etc...

If there is a guarantee included, I like to remind the customer by stating 
“GUARANTEED Results” right next the to purchasing button.  I always show that the 
price is a “Limited Offer.”  I tend not to use counters that show the current price is 
ending (unless the price is truly going up).  I don't want any content on the site that 
questions it's integrity.  If there is one thing that seems fishy – it can be a deal 
breaker for some.

I ALWAYS use a “Download Now” button, as apposed to a “Buy Now” or “Purchase 
Now” button.  I want the act of clicking on the button associated with getting 
something, NOT giving something.  



Additionally, I ensure that there are images of the payment types accepted (major 
credit cards and PayPal).  People are familiar with and generally trust these 
companies.  For some added trust, I'll put a “security” logo and a contact email 
address.  You could even a phone number.  

Below is an example of the payment section of one of my sites:



SUMMARY:

- Clean theme (no side-bars or crazy graphics)

Top of page:

Use the “F” pattern 
Intriguing headline (don't disclose too much – make them read more) 
5 bullet points 
Product results image
'Fact' statement with supporting statement
Highlighted text linking your product to the 'fact' statement

Product Introduction Section:

Large product image
Highlighted ad copy directly below the image
Repeated “F” pattern if desired/needed

Verifiable Testimonials:

Use Fiverr to build an army of fans/followers
Screen-shot with link to Facebook and/or Twitter page
If applicable, screen-shot of Ebay feedback
If applicable, quote forum (or other VERIFIABLE) testimonials
Search youtube for product reviews
Or use Fiverr to create your own product reviews

Build Curiosity:

List chapter/section titles if they are effective
If not, list topics covered
Provide a 'sneak peek' inside the product (blur out key information)

FREE Bonus:

Offer no more than TWO bonuses
If at all possible, make the bonus as good (or BETTER) than the product
Use 'verifiable' testimonials



Don't use the same type of testimonials as you did with the primary product 
(if you used social site testimonials on the primary product, then use video 
testimonials for the free product – otherwise, you will diminish their effect)

Security/Guarantee:

Provide language regarding a secure purchase and download
Ward off scammers by adding a time-frame for issuing refunds (let them 
know that they will have to possess the product for 'X' amount of time 
before any refunds will be issued)

Pricing/Purchase Section:

Compare and test prices 
Use “Download Now” buttons (rather than “Buy Now”)
Include “PayPal” and major credit card imagery with button
Again, include a security icon
Include contact information for any technical difficulties
Remember, always indicate that this is a limited offer/sale
Be wary of using countdown/timers showing the offer expiring – unless the 
price will TRULY increase.  Do not put the sites credibility in question or all 
the work you've done could be for nothing. 



CONCLUSION:

I hope this information proved useful to you.  Of course this is not the bible; if you 
already have a successful system for setting up sales pages, feel free to incorporate 
any of these elements you chose into your current method.  

Even though I have given you my most effective conversion methods, it is still 
important to test and tweak your sites.  They are living creations and the work is 
never done.  This is why I find it best to work within a limited number of niches (I 
find it best for myself to work with only 3).  Over time, you will become an “expert” 
within those markets and you will learn exactly what to say to your visitors to make 
a healthy percentage of them paying customers.

  


